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John Laing refit and maintenance 2008-9
Ocean Youth Trust South will be carrying out a refit to the vessel John Laing between November
2008 and March 2009.
The aim of the refit is to complete any work required by our surveyor and marine engineer; to
ensure that we pass an inspection to be carried out in March 2009 under the Maritime &
Coastguard Agency Code of Practice for Small Commercial Vessels; to ensure that our voyages
can meet stringent safety standards, and that the vessel is in a condition to satisfy the expectations
of our clients; to update equipment in accordance with current best practice; and to undertake
work necessary to prolong the effective working life of the vessel.

Refit outline
John Laing will be stripped of all moveable gear in early November, after
the last voyage of the 2008 sailing season (which ends on November 2nd).
The masts will be taken out, and she will be lifted out of the water. This
normally takes place at Hamble Yacht Services.
The boat then needs to be scaffolded and tented by IMS Shrinkwrap, in
order to give us safe working platforms and a covered environment which
can be heated. This is a major expense but is essential in order to
complete the necessary work. The only alternative would be to secure indoor space for a refit; but
this is generally neither available nor affordable.
The vessel survey will be carried out by Diana Roberts &
Associates, and the engineering report by Contact Marine. Both
stay in close touch with the vessel throughout the year, and we
have already had detailed discussions with them about work
which will be required.
The refit will operate full-time from mid-November 2008 until 20th March 2009, when the annual
coding inspection will be completed and John Laing will undertake a two-day shakedown voyage
to test systems and equipment before the first voyage for young people begins on 23rd March.

Refit staff and volunteers
The refit will be managed by Mark Todd, staff skipper, assisted
by the staff bosun, Liz Key.
Apart from the paid staff, the bulk of the labour required for the
refit, both skilled and unskilled, will be supplied by volunteers.
Over the winter 2007-8, a total of 78 people contributed an
amazing 458 days of volunteer labour between November and March. We anticipate being able to
achieve similar levels of volunteer support in 2008-9. A substantial proportion of time is given by
a small number of volunteers who work full-time for several weeks or months. These may be
individuals who are aiming for a full-time sailing career and need to develop vessel maintenance
experience while establishing contacts within the industry: many of our past core team refit
volunteers have gone on to successful sailing careers. We have had a number of good applicants
for full-time volunteer places this winter.

The rest of the volunteer refit work is carried out by our team of
volunteer watch leaders and new potential volunteers, all of whom are
asked to come to the refit for at least a weekend during the winter.
There is one major expense associated with this extensive use of
volunteers, as we need to provide them with accommodation. We would
in any case need to accommodate our staff bosun, who lives on board the
boat during the sailing season; by renting a larger house, we can
accommodate volunteers as well. In 2007-8, the refit house allowed us to
provide a total of 296 nights’ worth of accommodation for volunteers.
Rent, bills and food for the refit cost us almost £9,000; but this is vastly
cheaper than paying for the work if we could not accommodate volunteers: the same number of
hours at unskilled rates of pay for boatyard labour could cost £30,000; but some of our volunteers
are highly-skilled.

Major areas of work
Details of the work anticipated are given in the outline budget at the end
of this document. This section gives further information on a few
specific areas.
Painting – This is a truly enormous job.
Essential preparation can mean simply sanding
of interior wood; but it can mean chipping rust,
angle-grinding plus several coats of primer and
paint, including hard-to-reach places such as
bilges and the insides of lockers. Other areas,
particularly parts of the deck and hull, require
extensive filling and sanding. At the extreme end of the scale, some areas
need cleaning, angle grinding, cleaning again, four coats of primer, filling
and fairing (up to three or four times for deep patches), two more coats of
primer and two coats of topcoat. All of this has to be done at the appropriate temperature for
paints and filler, and with specific drying times left between each stage. Some of the most
complex parts of the boat can take several weeks to complete.
However, the benefit of all this work over recent seasons is that successive surveys have revealed
no significant corrosion or other problems. All marine paint products are supplied free by
International Paint, but there are costs in terms of interior paint, brushes, rollers, protective gear
(goggles, dust masks, breathing masks, gloves, etc. for staff and
volunteers working with potentially harmful substances); and a
proportion of the costs of tenting, scaffolding and heating are relevant to
this major painting job.
New mainsail - Our “best” mainsail has seen four seasons’ hard service.
It is worn, has been extensively repaired, and will not last another
season. Our spare, which was even older, tore beyond repair this
summer. Our sails are made for us by Ratsey & Lapthorn sailmakers,
Cowes. It is possible that they may be able to offer a 15% discount on
quoted price of £5,300 if we are able to order it soon.

Gearbox and propeller shaft - It has become clear this season that the
shaft is no longer perfectly straight, which has caused excessive wear and
damage to the gearbox. Both must be replaced this winter. The gearbox is
the original from when John Laing was built, and has been round the
world and to Antarctica as well as working through every normal sailing
season. The manufacturers are surprised it has lasted so long – a tribute to
regular care and maintenance.
Automatic Identification System
(AIS) – This is a new item of safety
equipment which we would like to
introduce on board John Laing following a review of lessons
to be learned from the sinking of the yacht Ouzo. AIS
provides a means for ships electronically to exchange data
including identification, position, course and speed with other
nearby ships. This information can be displayed on a chart
plotter. An AIS system would offer a real improvement to our safety systems, especially as we
spend so much time in the busy shipping areas of the English Channel and North Sea. The
version we hope to buy is one which can both send and receive information, so that we will have
data on other commercial vessels while they will know all about us, even when conditions are
such that they can’t pick us up visually or on radar. The price includes a new chart plotter and
radar upgrade to make them compatible with AIS, and includes a 35%
discount already negotiated with Raymarine for these items, plus all
parts and installation for the AIS equipment itself, from Aztec Marine.
Crew quarters head lining – The deckhead (ceiling) above the crew
quarters is steel and creates a very bad condensation problem. Sleeping
bags, clothes, etc. can get very wet and crew members, especially in the
upper bunks, can be woken in the night by being dripped on. Fitting
head lining is an important job this winter which will solve the problem.
SART, EPIRB, Jon Buoy – Our SART (Search and Rescue
Transponder), which is activated in an emergency so that a rescue vessel
or helicopter can home in on us, must have its battery replaced this
winter by the manufacturer. The EPIRB (Emergency Position Indicating Radio Beacon) and the
Jon Buoy (used to recover a man overboard) also need servicing or new parts.
Charts and C-map – John Laing carries hundreds of charts
which are essential for safe navigation. Every year a certain
number are withdrawn and replaced by the manufacturer as
sandbanks move, hazards change, buoyage or traffic separation
schemes are revised, and so on. We also have to purchase other
new navigational publications, and update the C-map for our
electronic charts.
Testing, servicing and repair – the testing, servicing and repair carried out every winter ensures
that essential equipment can be relied upon for the 2009 sailing season. Most of this work is
compulsory and will be checked during our annual coding inspection – for example, life rafts and
fire extinguishers must be in date; we must have a Corgi gas certificate and so on. Engineers from
Contact Marine will also test and service the engine, generator, heater, outboard engine, batteries,
steering gear and much besides.

Accommodation rental and bills – As described above, we need to provide winter
accommodation for our staff bosun, who lives on board during the sailing season. It is not
possible to live on board during the refit, with paint fumes, exposed fuel tanks, etc. By renting a
larger house, we are also able to accommodate large numbers of volunteers, which works out
very much cheaper than having all the refit work carried out by the boatyard.
Vessel lift and storage – The vessel must be
lifted out of the water for essential work,
such as replacing the propeller shaft, as well
as antifouling and painting the hull.
Scaffolding provides a safe working
platform; and tenting provides a covered
environment which we can heat to the
temperature required for paints, fillers and
other products to be effective. Staff and volunteers can also work infinitely
more effectively if they are not asked to work outside in January and
February.
Chandlery and other miscellaneous – this covers a wide range of smaller items needed during
the refit – tape, screws, bulbs, grease, glue, wire, blocks, shackles, whipping twine, paintbrushes,
rollers and trays, a dehumidifier, tools, protective masks, goggles and hard hats, and much more.

Refit funding
In 2007-8, over 85% of the £46,036.77 costs of the refit were successfully raised through a specific
refit appeal, with the balance coming from voyage income. However, this successful appeal allowed
us to keep refit funding from voyage fees to a minimum, and helped us to keep prices down,
making voyages accessible to young people from a very broad range of backgrounds. We aim to
match or beat the scale of this refit appeal in winter 2008-9.
We also aim to bring refit costs in below initial estimates wherever possible, from donations of
materials, parts and labour, and from sourcing of cheaper products wherever these can be found
to be suitable.
A number of suppliers offer superb deals to OYT South, charging well below advertised prices
and in some cases waiving certain costs and not charging us for labour.

2009 sailing season
All this refit effort will set the charity up for an excellent sailing season in 2009.
We have 516 places available in 2009, ranging from local day
sails up to our longest voyage, a thirteen-day cruise from St
Petersburg in Russia to Turku in Finland. From March to June,
and again from September to November, John Laing will be based
on the south coast, sailing out of ports such as Southampton or
Poole, and undertaking a variety of coastal voyages as well as
cross-Channel trips to France or the Channel Islands. The precise
itinerary for each voyage is tailored specifically to the weather and to the crew.
In July and August, John Laing will sail to the Baltic to take part in the Tall Ships race series,
visiting Germany, Poland, Russia, Finland and Lithuania.
Already (September 2008) we have bookings or firm enquiries for well over half of the places on
our voyages. These include:
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

•

•
•
•
•

Two full groups from a school in disadvantaged part of Doncaster
Three full groups from Toynbee Hall, a charity based in Tower Hamlets. These voyages
are part of their Aspire programme, designed to raise the aspirations of 14 and 15 year
olds who are not succeeding at school in order to ensure that they make the very most of
their last year of compulsory education.
Three full groups including young people from disadvantaged parts of Dorset, arranged in
conjunction with youth workers and housing associations.
Alfreton Park special school, Derbyshire, for pupils with multiple physical and learning
difficulties
A disadvantaged group from Cardiff
Award winners sponsored by Marina Developments Limited: young people facing serious
problems at home or at school who have been nominated for this award for effort and
success in the face of these difficulties.
A school group from Portsmouth who are currently just 10 or 11 years old (the minimum
age for a voyage is 12) – they have booked the October half term 2009, when they will all
be old enough, and are already working hard to raise funds for the voyage.
A number of other school groups from a diverse range of
areas. These can include young people completing Duke of
Edinburgh Gold Awards.
Two senior section Girl Guides groups.
Two Nautical Training Corps groups.
A number of youth clubs, from a variety of areas.
An adult group organised by a Rotary Club, who are
paying 167% of the advertised voyage price each, with the
surplus going towards funding voyages for young people who would not otherwise be
able to afford to sail.

In addition to this, we have a number of regular clients who have already said that they plan to
book again, but have not yet confirmed their dates. These include siblings’ voyages for at least
two children’s hospices.

During the 2008 sailing season, we sold in excess of 95% of all available berths, compared with
an average of 70% across UK sail training in general (source: Association of Sea Training
Organisations). With firm enquiries for over 50% of berths in 2009 having been received more
than seven months before the start of the 2009 season, we are set for another excellent year.
The strength of our bookings is underpinned by a large number of repeat
bookings, plus a steady stream of new clients who have had personal
recommendations from previous satisfied clients. We are proud to have
developed a reputation for delivering a very high quality experience for
the young people who sail with us, which ensures that clients want to send
new groups year after year.
On average, two-thirds of our crew members come from significantly
deserving or disadvantaged backgrounds.
Our voyages are only possible because of the commitment of our volunteers. In 2008, they gave a
total of 830 days to sailing on the boat and working with young people. We have more new
volunteers wishing to join us than we can accommodate on our voyages.

Estimated Refit Costs (November 2008 - March 2009)
Major replacement items
New mainsail
Gearbox, propeller shaft and propeller
Automatic Identification System (AIS)
Crew quarters head lining
Replacement items for medical kit
Ropes and flexible wires
Replacement charts (exc. 2009 Tall Ships charts), publications and C-map correction
Replacement standing rigging
SART (Search and rescue transponder) battery
Total major replacement items
Testing, servicing and repair
Life rafts service
Rudder bearings and stuffing gland
Full strip and service of steering gear
Sail repair and valeting
Service lifejackets and safety harnesses
Cooker service
Windlass service and sort oil leak
Full crack detection on all s/s fittings and weld work on spars
Check drive coupling
Capping rail repair
Anodes and bonding
Stern gland repacked
Service alternators
Test engine and service batteries
Clean domestic batteries
Freezer service
Service fire extinguishers
Outboard service
Corgi gas inspection
Main engine service
Bunk and saloon cushion repair
Generator service
Water / fuel tank screws
Jon buoy service
EPIRB service
Heater service
Total testing and servicing
Vessel lift and storage
Lift vessel out of water, hull scrub, lift in again; masts out and in again
Vessel storage ashore (including electricity)
Tenting and scaffolding
Diesel (for heater)
Total vessel lift and storage

£
5,300
5,050
3,140
1,402
500
500
427
400
216
16,935

2,000
850
650
610
550
500
500
425
380
300
300
220
200
200
200
200
153
150
150
150
100
100
100
100
70
50
9,208

3,130
2,951
5,300
1,100
12,481

Staff and volunteer accommodation
Accommodation rental and bills
Food
Total staff and volunteer accommodation

6,360
2,600
8,960

Refit equipment
Chandlery miscellaneous
Interior paint, brushes etc.
Refit vehicle costs (including insurance)
Protective gear
Fuel skipper
Power tools
Total refit equipment

1,233
1,032
720
585
555
339
4,464

Miscellaneous
Boat graphics
Coding checklist and inspection
Compass swing
Total miscellaneous

461
407
175
1,043

Overall total

£53,091
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